ICG Webinar 2 – Friday, 7 August 2015 – 11:00-12:30 UTC
Chat Transcript
Patrik Fältström: (8/7/2015 06:49) Yes
Padmini: (06:49) no
Padmini: (06:49) has this started? The voice is fragmenting
Patrik Fältström: (06:49) No, this webinar starts at the top of the hour
zhenglei: (06:52) fragmenting
ARASTEH: (06:55) jENNIFER
ARASTEH: (06:55) good Morning
Jean-Jacques Subrenat: (06:55) Alissa & Patrik, I'm present and available (audio or text).
Jennifer Chung: (06:55) Good morning Kavouss and everyone.
Jennifer Chung: (06:55) The webinar will start in about 5 minutes.
ARASTEH: (06:56) HAVE YOU RECEIVED MY MESSAGE FOR WHICH i need a reply from joseph de
jesus today?
Mohamed El Bashir: (06:56) Good Morning, Good afternoon, good evening
zhenglei: (06:56) good evening
Jennifer Chung: (06:56) @Kavouss I will make sure Joseph gets your message and will ask him to
respond.
ARASTEH: (06:57) DE JESUS IS KINDLY REQUESTED TO REPLY TO PARAGRAPHS 10.1 AND 10.2 OF
THE AATACHMENT TODAY
ARASTEH: (06:58) TKS VERY MUCH
zhenglei: (06:58) yeah
ARASTEH: (06:58) HI TO EVERY ONE
Jennifer Chung: (06:59) Welcome to ICG Webinar 2! Please note that chat sessions are being
archived and follow the ICANN Expected Standards of Behavior:
http://www.icann.org/en/news/in-focus/accountability/expected-standards
92957255: (06:59) HI ARASTEH
Jennifer Chung: (06:59) •
Livestreaming audio in all 6 UN languages and Portuguese is
available for this webinar, for details please go to: https://www.ianacg.org/iana-stewardshiptransition-coordination-group-icg-to-host-webinars-in-conjunction-with-call-for-public-comment/
Kuo Wu: (07:00) Hi, Good evening to all.
Jennifer Chung: (07:00) The Q&A session will start after the presentation of the webinar slides.
When submitting a question, please provide your name and affiliation if you have one, start your
sentence with <QUESTION> and end it with <QUESTION>. Text outside these quotes will be
considered as part of “chat”.
Minjung PARK: (07:00) Hello everyone
Manal Ismail: (07:02) hello everyone ..
Jennifer Chung: (07:08) Due to unforeseen circumstances, the AR audio stream is unavailable for
this webinar. We apologize for the inconvenience this may cause.
zhenglei: (07:23) i cannot hear the voice clearly

zhenglei: (07:23) i cannot hear the voice now
Manal Ismail: (07:24) I can hear Mohamed well .. maybe it's at your side ?
Jian Chang_KNET 2: (07:24) Am I the only person that cannot hear ?
Jian Chang_KNET 2: (07:24) Totally lost the voice
Abani (Niger): (07:25) Hello all. Abani from Niamey, Niger... IGF Niger focal point.... Internet is not
stable today, but wiill try to follow !
Nick Ashton-Hart: (07:25) I keep losing voice for chunks of his speaking (in Switzerland)
Manal Ismail: (07:25) @Jian not sure but I can hear well !!
Jennifer Chung: (07:25) @zhenglei and Jian Chang - are you only connected on Adobe Connect or
are you also dialed into the phone bridges?
zhenglei: (07:26) i only connected on adobe connect
Jian Chang_KNET: (07:26) Only Adobe for me. But now it is ok. Thank you.
Lynn St.Amour: (07:27) I am only connected on Adobe but I could hear Mohamed very well
Jennifer Chung: (07:27) @zhenglei and Jian Chang - we can arrange a dial out for you if you
continue to experience audio issues, it may also be due to variable internet connections as well.
zhenglei: (07:27) thank you ,now it is ok
Jennifer Chung: (07:28) glad to hear it - if you would like a dial out, please send me your direct dial
numbers via private chat on Adobe Connect. Thank you!
Kuo Wu: (07:28) I can hear very welll....
Kuo Wu: (07:30) Jian Chang : Where are you now? I can hear the voice very well
Mr. Matogoro from Tanzania: (07:30) Not getting the sound
Mr. Matogoro from Tanzania: (07:30) It seem to be muted
Jian Chang_KNET: (07:30) @ Kwo Wu, I am in Beijing. It's have become better. Thank you anyway.
92957255: (07:30) NOT GETTING THE SOUND FROM KENYA
Jennifer Chung: (07:31) @ Mr. Matogoro and the participant from Kenya - if you woud like the
operator to dial out to you please send me your direct dial numbers via private Adobe Connect chat
- thank you!
Mr. Matogoro from Tanzania: (07:32) I was getting it
Jennifer Chung: (07:34) @Mr Matogoro - if you are still experiencing audio issues we can dial out to
you.
Jennifer Chung: (07:35) @Everyone - this webinar will be recorded and transcribed and these files
will be posted when available here: https://www.ianacg.org/coordination-group/icg-archives/
ARASTEH: (07:37) WHY Mohamad repeatedly referred to Names community as Number
community
Mr. Matogoro from Tanzania: (07:40) It is now working very fine
Jennifer Chung: (07:41) Have additional questions for the ICG about the webinar? Send your
questions to question-icg@ianacg.org
Mohamed El Bashir: (07:42) yes, it's question-icg@ianacg.org
Jennifer Chung: (07:43) Hi Rus•
The Q&A session is starting now. When submitting a
question, please provide your name and affiliation if you have one, start your sentence with

<QUESTION> and end it with <QUESTION>. Text outside these quotes will be considered as part of
“chat”.s - iti is an
Jennifer Chung: (07:43) apoloies let me try again
Jennifer Chung: (07:43) The Q&A session is starting now. When submitting a question, please
provide your name and affiliation if you have one, start your sentence with <QUESTION> and end it
with <QUESTION>. Text outside these quotes will be considered as part of “chat”.
Jennifer Chung: (07:43) For those who wish to make vocal interventions, please use the ‘hands-up’
feature in Adobe Connect and you will be placed in the queue.
Jennifer Chung: (07:43) REMINDER: If you are in the Adobe Connect room and dialed into the
ENGLISH phone bridge – please remember to MUTE your computer speakers before you make your
vocal intervention. Thank you!
Jennifer Chung: (07:44) Participants dialed into the other language phone bridges who wish to
make vocal interventions will have their question translated and broadcast into the main English
line and the Adobe Connect R
Jian Chang_KNET: (07:44) QUESTION Did ICG find any incompatability and even contracding points
when combining the three proposals? QUESTION
Konstantinos Komaitis: (07:44) Also very helpful is the FAQ
Konstantinos Komaitis: (07:44) at the ICG webiste: https://www.ianacg.org/iana-stewardshiptransition-coordination-group-icg-faq/
Abani (Niger): (07:45) is the PDF presentation downloadable somewhere ?
Jennifer Chung: (07:46) @Abani - yes you may download the ICG webinar slides here:
https://www.ianacg.org/icg-files/documents/XPL-ICAN_1510_ICG_Report_Visual_Summary_09.pdf
Abani (Niger): (07:46) Thank you @Jenni
Manal Ismail: (07:47) Thanks Alissa ..
Eric Evrard: (07:48) Zhenglei, you might need to connect your Microphone on Adobe Connect.
zhenglei: (07:48) sorry
ARASTEH: (07:48) Manal
Kuo Wu: (07:48) Or just input by text?
Jian Chang_KNET: (07:48) I think the internet connecction from the chinese part is not stable
enough tonight
Eric Evrard: (07:48) We enabled it, but you still need to click on the telephone icon on top of
AdobeConnect window.
zhenglei: (07:48) you go ahead please
ARASTEH: (07:49) Is that an answer to the question or you just wished to thank
julie z: (07:49) [QUESTION]thank you all for sucn a detailed introduction. just want to make sure
what does the [IANA] mean inside the [ICANN] box in the Number and Protocal parameter proposal
diagrams? does it mean another IANA team or does that mean PTI[QUESTION]
Visvak: (07:51) <QUESTION> Will the proposed changes to the process of administration of the
internet affect end users in any perciptible manner? If yes, specify what kind of changes they can
expect. <QUESTION>
shailesh lakhtakia: (07:51) How is PTI different from the current IANA.

Manal Ismail: (07:51) @Mr Arasteh I was jsut thanking Alissa for the reply .. I do not have any
further comments ..
ARASTEH: (07:52) ok
Sherly Haristya: (07:52) Hi Shailesh Lakhtakia, may I confirm to label it as [QUESTION]?
padmini: (07:52) QUESTION: Do the different oversight bodies (IFRs, IAB) have an entirely
independent constitution from ICANN or the IETF?
shailesh lakhtakia: (07:52) Any details how the PTI Board would be constituted?
zhenglei: (07:53) <QUESTION>what are the main body of global multistakeholders should be to
achieve the maximum fairness?<QUESTION>
shailesh lakhtakia: (07:53) Dear Sherley. This is a question.
Jennifer Chung: (07:53) A reminder please tag your questions with <QUESTION> if you wish this to
be read out and answered - all other text will be considered as 'chat'. Thank you!
Sherly Haristya: (07:53) Ok, noted.
Tijani BEN JEMAA (ALAC): (07:54) Question: Do the CRISP and the IETF accept that there is legal
separation between ICANN and PTI and the separability proposed by the CWG?
zhenglei: (07:54) <QUESTION>what are the main body of global multistakeholders should be to
achieve the maximum fairness?<QUESTION>
Mr. Matogoro from Tanzania: (07:56) Can you please elaborate more on "Ownership of the IANA
trademark and domain be transferred to the IETF Trust" in slide# 23
Boyoung Kim: (07:57) <Question>Just for the clarification. Who does IETF sign up for MOU with?
ICANN? PTI?Who do RIRs sign up for SLA with?ICANN? PTI? Currently, IETF and RIRs are having
MOU with ICANN as a IANA function operator. Does it mean new MOU and SLA should be with
PTI(as IFO)? ICANN? Thank you<Question>
padmini: (07:57) Your voice is cracking up
padmini: (07:57) cracking*
Lynn St.Amour: (07:57) @ICG members: the question: "Do the different oversight bodies (IFRs, IAB)
have an entirely independent constitution from ICANN or the IETF? " would be a good addition to
our FAQ (pulled apart for each OC's process"
Sherly Haristya: (07:57) @Mr. Matogor, may I confirm with you to label it as [QUESTION]?
ARASTEH: (07:57) Alissa
Mr. Matogoro from Tanzania: (07:57) <Question> Can you please elaborate more on "Ownership of
the IANA trademark and domain be transferred to the IETF Trust" in slide# 23
zhenglei: (07:57) <QUESTION>what are the main body of global multistakeholders should be to
achieve the maximum fairness?<QUESTION>
ARASTEH: (07:57) there was a question about PTI bOARD
zhenglei: (07:58) <QUESTION>what are the main body of global multistakeholders should be to
achieve the maximum fairness?<QUESTION>
Xiaodong Lee: (07:58) Lynn, +1
Daniel Karrenberg: (07:58) @lynn: good idea.
Sherly Haristya: (07:59) @Mr. Matogoro, we note your question. Thank you.
Lynn St.Amour: (08:00) Manal, could you and I agree to look at all the questions and suggest some
additional FAQ questions? You are excellent at this :-)

zhenglei: (08:00) thank you
ARASTEH: (08:00) We need to answer that question as well
Yannis li: (08:01) @Keith, your audio is enabled. You may connect your microphone
Lynn St.Amour: (08:01) Keith's mike is "on"
Eric Evrard: (08:01) Audio enabled, but need to connect Microphone.
Lynn St.Amour: (08:02) @Kavouss, agree - there are a lot of good questions we could look at
incorporating
RussMundy-SSAC: (08:03) sorry, I was speaking but it didn't seem to be getting through
Manal Ismail: (08:03) this is a quote from the proposal "PTI will be a new legal entity in the form of
a non-profit corporation (i.e., a California public benefit corporation). The existing IANA functions
department, administrative staff, and related resources, processes, data, and know-how will be
legally transferred to PTI.8 No further transfer of assets from PTI to another entity will be allowed
unless specifically approved by ICANN."
zhenglei: (08:04) <QUESTION>now the United States exerts too much control and influence on the
internet,so how to transfer the IANA stewardship transition could achieve the maximum
fair?<QUESTION>
Jennifer Chung: (08:04) @ICG members - your mics have been enabled - we ask you to please
connect your mics on your computers.
zhenglei: (08:04) <QUESTION>now the United States exerts too much control and influence on the
internet,so how to transfer the IANA stewardship transition could achieve the maximum
fair?<QUESTION>
Manal Ismail: (08:05) This is again a quote from the names proposal "The construct of the PTI
Board will be a range of 3-5 people to be appointed by ICANN as the sole member of PTI. The PTI
Board could be comprised of three directors who are employed by ICANN or PTI (for example, the
ICANN Executive responsible for PTI, the ICANN CTO and the IANA Managing Director), and two
additional independent directors. The two additional directors must be nominated using an
appropriately rigorous nomination mechanism (e.g. through the use of the ICANN Nominating
Committee)."
zhenglei: (08:06) <QUESTION>now the United States exerts too much control and influence on the
internet,so how to transfer the IANA stewardship transition could achieve the maximum
fair?<QUESTION>
zhenglei: (08:06) THANK YOU
Jennifer Chung: (08:07) @zhenglei - we have noted your question thank you
Jennifer Chung: (08:07) @everyone - we have noted your questions <QUESTION> as you post in
this chat box and they will be read out loud and answered in order.
Visvak: (08:08) <QUESTION>Is the PTI only accountable to RIRs & ICANN or does its geographical
location in the US open it up to interference from governmental bodies?<QUESTION>
Tijani BEN JEMAA (ALAC): (08:11) Question: So I understand from your answer that you (Protocals
ans Numbers) don't mind that PTI may be structurally separated from ICANN since this option is
envisaged by the CWG
Lynn St.Amour: (08:12) @Zhenglei - there is not one transfer or one transition of the IANA
Stewardship role (that is the oversight role) as that responsibility is being assumed across the three
Operating communities where it has largely lived anyway. Those different processes (and the

OC's) are each open and inclusive and operate under consensus policies and that is what gives this
work good global participation helping to ensure fairness.
Mohamed El Bashir: (08:13) yes, Tijani .. both communities did not raised concerns on the
separation between ICANN and its legally subsidiary
Izumi Okutani (ASO): (08:13) THe CRISP team will also be reviewing the options shared in the CWG
on IPR and will be comunicating with the CWG chairs closely on the status of discussions (IzumiCRISP Team)
Alain Bidron GNSO-CSG-ISPCP: (08:13) <Question> Wull th SLA between the RIRs and ICANN be
one single agrrement or 5 individual agreements (1 per RIR) with identical content?<Question>
Alan Barrett (NRO): (08:16) @Alain: see draft sla at https://www.nro.net/news/call-forcomments-for-the-second-draft-sla-for-the-iana-numbering-services the idea is a single contract
with six signatories: ICANN and the five RIRs
Daniel Karrenberg: (08:17) i can give it a shot
Alain Bidron GNSO-CSG-ISPCP: (08:18) @Alan : Thanks
Daniel Karrenberg: (08:19) no
RussMundy-SSAC: (08:19) I'll try if I have audio
Daniel Karrenberg: (08:20) i answered that i had nothing to add to lynn's answer on the bridge but
was not heard obviously.
RussMundy-SSAC: (08:21) I tried speaking again on the audio bridge but apparently was not heard
Patrik Fältström: (08:22) No, you where not heard :-(
Jennifer Chung: (08:22) @Russ are you on the phone bridge?
RussMundy-SSAC: (08:23) Lynn's last intervention covered most of what I was going to say
Jennifer Chung: (08:23) @Russ - noted.
RussMundy-SSAC: (08:23) yes, phone bridge
Jennifer Chung: (08:23) I'll alert the operators regarding your line, Russ and Daniel
Joseph Alhadeff: (08:24) I too am not in a position to use the mike, but to expand on Lynn's point,
the jurisdiction issue for the IANA trnasitions is about the corporate performance under the
applicable corporate law, not the operational dynamics of IANA.
Lynn St.Amour: (08:25) @Joe, well said.
Asha Hemrajani: (08:25) <Question> has there been any pros/cons/risk analysis done on the
transfer of the IANA trademark to the IETF trust
Jean-Jacques Subrenat: (08:25) @Joe +1. But seen from outside the US, the difference between
those 2 aspects is not so clear.
Lynn St.Amour: (08:27) @J-J - it is less about understanding US corporate law and more about
understanding how the IANA works.
Tijani BEN JEMAA (ALAC): (08:27) QUESTION: Sorry, the CWG proposes not only legal separation,
but a full separation in case the names community find it necessary.. Is this is ok for the numbers
and protocols communities
Izumi Okutani (ASO): (08:29) As mentioned earlier CRISP Teeam is preparing to share our
observation (CRISP)
Jean-Jacques Subrenat: (08:29) @Lynn: indeed. But many users are at that level of comprehension.
And that is why these 2 webinars are useful and timely.

Asha Hemrajani: (08:30) very bad echo on the phone line
Kuo Wu: (08:30) Asha, lower your mic as I did... :-)
Jennifer Chung: (08:31) @Asha - you can mute your computer speaker if you are dialed into the
phone lines as well to minimize echo.
Asha Hemrajani: (08:31) @izumi, is that observation you are referring to in regards to the transfer
of trademark ownership?
Joseph Alhadeff: (08:31) To facilitate the diffusion of some of the clarifdications which these
webinars are hopefully providing, we should add the recurring questions to the FAQ if they are not
already addressed there.
padmini: (08:31) QUESTION: How much is the interaction and overlap between the IETF and
ICANN with respect to Trademarks? QUESTION.
Asha Hemrajani: (08:32) @jennifer and Kuo wu, yes my computer speaker is muted
Manal Ismail: (08:32) +1 Joe ..
Lynn St.Amour: (08:33) @Joe, yes, I volunteered to do that and asked for partners? Are you willing?
Avri Doria: (08:33) While unlikely, isn't it possible that the Names community could decide
,through their IFR and seperation process to move the Names functions elsewhere, while the
Numbers and Protocol communities stayed with ICANN. or vis versa.
Joseph Alhadeff: (08:33) yes.
Jennifer Chung: (08:33) @padmini - you may send your question to question-icg@ianacg.org where
it will be publicly archived and will be answered
Asha Hemrajani: (08:33) I couldn't hear Alan's response to my question at all and most of Alissa's
response, I hope I can read it on the transcript
Tijani BEN JEMAA (ALAC): (08:35) Thx
Lise Fuhr: (08:35) Thank you for a very informative webinar- bye
Jean-Jacques Subrenat: (08:35) Thank you all.
Synechron: (08:35) Thank You!
Konstantinos Komaitis: (08:35) Thank you all for the webinar. Really helpful
julie z: (08:35) thank you to everyone :)
Lynn St.Amour: (08:35) Thank you all for participating and for the good presentatin
RussMundy-SSAC: (08:35) Thanks to everyone for joining
Alan Barrett (NRO): (08:35) @asha: message from izumi who lost connectivity: yes the CRISP
review will be on IPR
Rinalia Abdul Rahim: (08:35) Thank you for sharing.
Manal Ismail: (08:35) Thanks Alissa, Patrik, Mohamed & everyone ..
Asha Hemrajani: (08:35) Thank you for good webinar and for an APAC friendly timeslot :-)
Joke Braeken: (08:35) Thank you.
nigel hickson: (08:35) Thank you; really informative
Avri Doria: (08:35) thanks
Kuo Wu: (08:36) Thanks a lot. It is a very good meeting
Pantry: (08:36) Thank you

Jennifer Chung: (08:36) •
Thank you for your participation in the ICG webinar. Please note the
question-icg@ianacg.org email which is publicly archived will be used to receive any questions you
would like to ask the ICG about the content of this webinar.

